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An isothermal sensor is developed to quantify the atomic hydrogen flux on a surface, which can be

located at any distance from the molecular hydrogen cracking unit. This flux is determined from the

measured heat effect due to recombination of atomic hydrogen at the sensor surface. The temperature

of the sensor was kept constant at 350 �C to keep the heat losses constant during the measurement.

Other heat flows due to radiative, conductive, and convective phenomena were quantified with

targeted measurements. The design of the sensor allows ample area for the atomic hydrogen

recombination reaction; thus enabling the flux values to be determined with high accuracy (errors

were between 68:3� 1015 and 63:3� 1016 at cm�2 s�1). The atomic hydrogen flux, generated with

a commercial atomic hydrogen source was measured as a function of the filament temperature in the

range of 1400� 1950 �C and H2 gas flow in the range of 7:44� 10�6 to 7:44� 10�5 mol=s (10–100

sccm). These measurements showed that the atomic hydrogen flux increases with both filament

temperature and H2 flux. VC 2012 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.3700231]

I. INTRODUCTION

Exposure of surfaces to atomic hydrogen is a well estab-

lished surface cleaning technique that can efficiently remove

carbon deposits and surface oxides from metals1,2 and

semiconductors.3–5 Recently this technique is also being con-

sidered for Si etching in nanopatterning studies6 and for

extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) systems to sustain the

cleanliness of the reflective optics. Removal of photon-

induced carbon contamination and surface oxidation through

exposure to atomic hydrogen has been demonstrated

experimentally.7–12 A number of methods are available in the

literature to generate atomic hydrogen radicals: RF discharge

plasma,13,14 microwave discharge decomposition,15,16 and

thermal cracking using either a hot capillary17,18 or a hot

wire.7,19,20 Thermal cracking appears to be the most promis-

ing method for EUVL applications, because it causes less

damage in the case of overcleaning.11,12,14

A high flux of atomic hydrogen is required to obtain a suf-

ficient cleaning rate on the contaminated surfaces. To deter-

mine the kinetics and efficiency of the process, it is

imperative to quantify the number of atomic hydrogen species

incident on the surface; however, this is not a straightforward

task. To this end, multiple techniques are available: laser-

induced fluorescence,20,21 resonance enhanced multiphoton

ionization,22 molecular beam mass spectrometry,23,24 detec-

tion of the current generated due to electron=hole pair crea-

tions in a material,25 and the detection of the recombinative

heating of H radicals on a catalytic probe.26–31 Of these tech-

niques, the catalytic probe method was employed in our

research, since it quantifies the atomic hydrogen flux on a sur-

face rather than its concentration. Moreover, utilizing the cat-

alytic probe method does not require significant investments.

The catalytic probe approach is also used in microcalorim-

etry studies, where atoms and molecules effuse through an

orifice and recombine on the walls of a calorimeter box.26

Instead of these boxes, UHV compatible thermocouple

junctions27–30 are also employed, allowing positioning flexi-

bility in the measurements. The recombinative heating effect

on a catalytically active surface is determined from a heat bal-

ance by precisely measuring the incident cooling and heating

effects at steady state. From this value, the amount of recom-

bining atomic hydrogen species is determined, which is pro-

portional to the incoming flux. Active stabilization of the

sensor temperature ensures that the material properties and

reaction kinetics do not vary during measurements.31 A heat

balance on the sensor surface is adopted, which is commonly

employed in hydrogen dissociation studies.31–35

The atomic hydrogen sensors mentioned previously ex-

hibit high uncertainty levels in the measurements30 and

mostly require thermal shielding to block the radiative heat-

ing from the hydrogen gun.12,31,36 In the present study, it

will be shown that an isothermal atomic hydrogen sensor

provides sufficient precision in determining the atomic

hydrogen flux values and the device operates without the

necessity of a radiation shielding in the chamber. This preci-

sion is reached by careful quantification of all relevant heat

fluxes into and out of the sensor.

The sensor was used to determine the effects of filament

temperature and H2 flow on the atomic hydrogen flux. First,

the theoretical background of the determination of the

atomic hydrogen flux with an isothermal catalytic sensor

will be discussed briefly. Next, the atomic hydrogen flux

measured as a function of pressure and flow will be reported.a)Electronic mail: d.ugur@tudelft.nl
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Finally, the accuracy of the atomic hydrogen flux measure-

ments and the main findings of this study will be discussed.

II. THEORY

The determination of the flux of atomic hydrogen using a

catalytic probe relies on the exothermic recombination reac-

tion that proceeds at a platinum surface:

Hþ H! H2: (1)

The flux of atomic hydrogen particles (/H) on the sensor sur-

face can be calculated by measuring the heat load on the sen-

sor due to the recombination reaction ( _Qrec) as

/H ¼
2NA

_Qrec

APtcDHH
: (2)

Here NA is the Avogadro number (6:02� 1023 mol�1), APt

is the area of the sensor surface, DHH is the heat of recom-

bination [cf. Eq. (1)] and equals �435:94 kJ=mol H2 (see

Ref. 37), and c is the recombination coefficient.

The sensor temperature is kept constant during all meas-

urements and the power required to keep it at that tempera-

ture is recorded continuously. The heat load on the sensor

due to recombination of atomic hydrogen species is calcu-

lated from the power input to the sensor surface ( _Qin), using

the steady-state heat balance as depicted in Fig. 1. Hence:

_Qrec ¼ _Qcond þ _Qout
rad þ _QH2

gas � _Qin
rad � _Qin: (3)

Conductive heat loss through the leads ( _Qcond) and the radia-

tive heat loss from the sensor to the ambient ( _Qout
rad) are meas-

ured cumulatively and this value is constant throughout the

experiments. The term _QH2
gas denotes the convective heat

transfer of the sensor with the surrounding hydrogen flow

and _Qin
rad refers to the radiative heat load from the filament to

the sensor surface.

In order to quantify the magnitude of each heat transfer

term in Eq. (3), the following targeted measurements were

performed: (i) The values for _Qcond and _Qout
rad are determined

in the absence of a gas flow (i.e., at the base pressure) and

without atomic hydrogen source operation. (ii) The value for

the radiative heating _Qin
rad is determined at the base pressure,

but this time with the filament turned on. This heating effect

is significant since the atomic hydrogen source used in our

experiments is operated with a hot tungsten filament. (iii) To

determine _QH2
gas, the ratio of the heat transfer effects between

He and H2 flows (k) is determined initially. This is done sep-

arately for each flow rate of He and H2 without powering up

the filament. Next, the measurements with He are repeated

with the filament on to determine the convective cooling

effects in the presence of a hot filament. The system configu-

ration during the measurements to determine the terms in the

heat balance is summarized in Table I and the quantification

of the terms is provided in the results section.

III. EXPERIMENT

A schematic representation of the experimental system is

shown in Fig. 2. The sensor is located at 120 mm from the

front of the atomic hydrogen source and the surface normal

of the sensor is oriented towards this gun. The sensor is

made of a 0.025 mm thick rectangular Pt foil (99.95% pure,

Goodfellow) of 30� 5 mm2 size. The Pt leads (99.99% pure,

Goodfellow) with a diameter of 0.5 mm are spot welded to

the sensor. These wires deliver the power for resistive heat-

ing and support the foil. The surface area of the Pt sensor

was chosen such that it is sufficiently large to realize a high

number of atomic hydrogen recombinations, resulting in a

high signal to noise ratio. A much larger sensor area is not

recommended though, because temperature gradients in the

sensor surface will complicate the analysis.

FIG. 1. Heat balance at the sensor surface to determine the recombinative

heating effects ( _Qrec). Here _Qin is the power input and _Qcond, _Qout
rad, _QH2

gas terms

are the conductive, radiative, and convective losses from the sensor surface

to the surroundings, respectively. _Qin
rad is the radiative heat input from the

cracking gun.

TABLE I. Experimental conditions to determine the heat effect due to the

recombination of atomic hydrogen ( _Qrec) at the Pt sensor surface. _Qcond,
_Qout

rad, and _QH2
gas denote the conductive, radiative, and convective losses from

the sensor to the ambient, _Qin
rad is the radiative heat input from the atomic

hydrogen source, and k is the ratio of the heat transfer effects between H2

and He gases.

He flow H2 flow H source Evaluated terms

off off off _Qcond þ _Qout
rad

on off off
k

off on off

off off on _Qin
rad

on off on _QH2
gas

.
k

off on on _Qrec

FIG. 2. Illustration of the experimental setup.
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The sensor temperature is kept constant at 350 �C by a

PID regulated power supply (Delta, ES030-10), which pro-

vides the resistive heating of the foil. The temperature of the

sensor is measured with a K type thermocouple (made of

0.2 mm diameter wires) spot welded to the backside of the

Pt foil (i.e., the side facing away from the atomic hydrogen

source). To prevent stray recombinative heating, the Pt

power leads and the thermocouple wires are shielded with

Teflon and fused silica tubing, respectively. Prior to each set

of experiment, the foil was degassed thoroughly at 400 �C to

provide a clean metal surface.

A commercial H2 cracker (Veeco Atomic Hydrogen

Source) was used to generate the atomic hydrogen. The gun

is equipped with a tungsten filament inside a tube and the H2

molecules are dissociated thermally as they are purged over

this filament. The filament of the gun was degassed and sta-

bilized at the operation temperature prior to operation.

The temperature of the filament was measured with a two-

color pyrometer (Raytek Marathon series MR1SC) through a

glass viewport. The pyrometer was calibrated by the Dutch

Metrology Institute (VSL) against a blackbody reference

according to ITS-90.38 The two-color mode was employed

during the measurements to determine the temperature of the

filament from the ratio of two separate and overlapping infra-

red bands (i.e., 0.75–1.1 lm and 0.95–1.1 lm). To correct for

the wavelength dependence of emissivity, the emissivity-

slope parameter was set to 1.06, which is the recommended

value for tungsten by the manufacturer. The filament tempera-

ture was repeatable to 66 �C (within 95% confidence) during

the span of measurements. The main purpose of the pyrometer

usage was to ensure that the filament is maintained at the

same temperature during the atomic hydrogen recombination

experiment and the prior targeted measurements (to determine

the radiative and convective heat effects). Hence a small sys-

tematic error in the temperature measurements, which cannot

be ruled out, has no direct impact on the accuracy of the

atomic hydrogen flux quantification.

Hydrogen or helium gas (both 99.999% pure) was fed to

the chamber through the gun and the gas flows were con-

trolled by calibrated mass-flow controllers (Bronkhorst EL

Flow type). The power supply of the gun was adjusted for

each experiment because filament temperature depends both

on the drive current and the vacuum conditions. The measure-

ments were carried out with various filament temperatures in

the range of 1400� 1950 �C and constant gas flows in the

range of 7:44� 10�6 to 7:44� 10�5 mol=s (10–100 sccm).

The base pressure (below 1� 10�8 mbar) of the vacuum

chamber was measured with a compact full range pressure

gauge (Pfeiffer PKR251), whereas for the measurements with

the gas, an active capacitive transmitter (Pfeiffer CMR365)

was used. The latter gauge allows high accuracy measure-

ments (0.5% of the readings) independent of the nature of the

gas.

The pumping circuit employed in the system consists of a

turbomolecular pump (Pfeiffer HiPace 700), backed with an

oil free piston vacuum pump (Pfeiffer, XtraDry 150-2).

Effective pump speed is 550 and 650 l=s for H2 and He,

respectively. In order to attain the same chamber pressure

with He compared to the measurements with H2 at a given

flow rate, the rotation frequency of the turbomolecular pump

was lowered during the He experiments. Table II lists the

pressures, pump frequencies and gas flows applied in the

experiments.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Elements of the heat balance

1. Radiative and conductive heat losses

The measurement with the isothermal sensor at the base

pressure shows that 0.420 6 0.002 W is lost to the cumula-

tive effect of radiative and conductive cooling (i.e., _Qout
rad and

_Qcond) without the atomic hydrogen gun in operation. The

magnitude of this loss is constant throughout the experi-

ments, since the sensor temperature is fixed, the leads are

shielded against stray heating and the measurements were

executed at steady state. The chamber wall temperatures at

different locations were also measured during the experi-

ments; the change in the radiative cooling rate of the sensor

due to wall temperature fluctuation appeared to be negligible

during the measurements.

2. Heat losses by convection in the gas

The convective heat transport from the sensor to the sur-

rounding gas has a significant effect on the heat balance,

especially at higher pressures. To quantify this loss, He was

used instead of H2, because with the latter the heat transport

effects due to the gas flow and atomic hydrogen recombina-

tion cannot be separated. This procedure is similar to that

reported earlier32–35,39 where the H2 cracking experiments

were conducted first with He to measure the convective cool-

ing of the filament due to the flowing gas. Next, the meas-

ured effect was adapted to H2 to account for the differences

between the two gases.32

In this study, that approach was improved further by ini-

tially determining the convective cooling of the sensor in H2

and He flows, respectively. The exact ratio (k) between those

cooling rates (i.e., H2 to He) was determined for each flow

(and thus pressure) applied, since this ratio appears to depend

on pressure. Targeted measurements were carried out by flow-

ing H2 and He separately at the corresponding flow rates (cf.

Table II) and observing the convective cooling effect due to

the heat transfer from the sensor to the surrounding gas. Dur-

ing these measurements, the filament of the H2 cracker was

not powered. From these measurements it followed that the

TABLE II. Overview of the pressure, pump rotation frequency, and gas flow

rates used in the experiments.

Pressure Pump frequency (Hz) Gas flow

(mbar) H2 He (sccm) (mol=s)

1� 10�1 410 287 100 7:44� 10�5

1� 10�2 533 410 65 4:84� 10�5

1� 10�3 820 820 20 1:49� 10�5

5� 10�4 820 820 10 7:44� 10�6
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convective cooling of the sensor due to the H2 flow, was

about twice the magnitude of the cooling effect observed due

to the He flow. Thus the ratio k is about 2.

By repeating the measurements with He, but now with

the filament on, the convective cooling effect due to He flow

in the presence of a hot filament ( _QHe
gas) was measured. From

this value, the convective cooling effect due to H2 flow dur-

ing the recombination experiments were calculated using the

previously determined k ratio according to

_QH2

gas ¼ k � _QHe
gas: (4)

This method is valid, provided that the gas composition at

the vicinity of the sensor is similar for the targeted measure-

ments and the recombination experiments with hydrogen. In

the recombination experiments, the gas is mainly composed

of H2 near the sensor. For example, in the experiment with

the highest atomic hydrogen flux (i.e., with 1950 �C filament

temperature and 7:44� 10�5 mol=s (100 sccm) H2 flow

rate), it is estimated that the gas contained less than 1%

atomic hydrogen near the sensor.

The cooling effect as a function of the H2 flow rate is

depicted in Fig. 3. This effect depends on the flow rate, but

is not affected by the filament temperature of the H2

cracker. The results pertaining to the measurements with

He showed that no heat was carried from the filament to the

sensor by the flowing gas, since the magnitude of the cool-

ing effect remained unchanged when the filament was

turned on or off. Thus an increased flow of H2 may be bene-

ficial to minimize the heat load to the optics when cleaning

with atomic hydrogen.

3. Radiative heat input

Atomic hydrogen species are generated by purging H2

gas over a hot tungsten filament, where the molecules are

dissociated thermally.19 This requires filament temperatures

in excess of 1800 �C.34 When the filament is heated to such

high temperatures, there is an additional heat load imposed

on the sensor surface ( _Qin
rad) due to the thermal radiation.

Assuming that the filament and the sensor are gray bodies

and the filament radiates diffusely, this radiative heat load

can be written as

_Qsource
rad ¼ APtePtðTPtÞeWðTWÞFrT4

W: (5)

Here ePtðTPtÞ is the emissivity of the Pt surface at the sensor

temperature (TPt¼ 350 �C), eWðTWÞ is the emissivity of

tungsten at the corresponding hot wire filament temperature

(TW), F is the radiative viewing factor between the

two surfaces, and r is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant

(5:670373� 10�8 W m�2 K�4). The sensor is held at a con-

stant temperature; thus ePtðTPtÞ stays constant throughout

the measurements. However, a range of hot wire filament

temperatures (TW) was applied when determining the

atomic hydrogen flux. Then, a corresponding value for the

emissivity of tungsten eWðTWÞ must be taken.40

The emissivity of the tungsten depends on the wavelength

as well as temperature; thus the gray body assumption in Eq.

(5) is not applicable. Moreover the calculation of the viewing

factors is rather cumbersome. Therefore the magnitude of the

total radiative heat load is determined experimentally at the

base pressure as a function of the hot wire filament tempera-

ture (Fig. 4). This heat effect is a combination of the contribu-

tions from the two hot components of the gun, viz. the

filament and the indirectly heated gas conductance tube; see

Fig. 2.

4. Recombinative heat input

The magnitude of the recombinative heating was deter-

mined by inserting the aforementioned heat loads (i.e., _Qout
rad,

_Qcond, _QH2
gas, and _Qin

rad) into the heat balance according to Eq.

(3). The recombinative heat load as a function of hot wire fila-

ment temperature for different H2 gas flows is presented in

Fig. 5.

The recombinative heat load depends exponentially on

the filament temperature and is proportional to the H2 flow.

The maximum recombinative heating effect was measured at

1950 �C filament temperature with a H2 flow rate of

7:44� 10�5 mol=s (100 sccm). Then the magnitude of the

recombinative heating is roughly 45% of the radiative load

FIG. 3. Convective cooling of the Pt isothermal sensor operating at 350 �C
as a function of the H2 and He gas flow rate. Solid lines represent a nonlin-

ear fit to the data.

FIG. 4. Total radiative heating effect incident on the Pt sensor surface as a

function of the hot wire filament temperature of the H2 cracker. Sensor is

operated at 350 �C and the measurements were performed at the base pres-

sure (< 1� 10�8 mbar). Solid line represents a nonlinear fit to the data.
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and is about 22% of the convective load due to the H2 flow.

Table III lists the typical magnitudes of the heat balance

terms, specific to this operation condition (1950 �C filament

temperature and 7:44� 10�5 mol=s (100 sccm) H2 flow).

B. Quantification of the atomic hydrogen flux

The number of atomic hydrogen particles incident per

unit of sensor area and per unit of time (atomic hydrogen

flux) was calculated with Eq. (2). It is assumed that all the

energy generated due to the recombination reaction is fully

transmitted to the sensor surface. Moreover, the recombina-

tion probability of atomic hydrogen on Pt (cPt) is taken equal

to unity, i.e., all of the atomic hydrogen species that reach

the sensor surface will recombine directly.

The literature regarding the atomic hydrogen recombina-

tion probability (cPt), however, gives contradicting

values.27,32,41–43 The reported values vary from 0.03 to 1. A

study by Livshits et al.43 indicates that these inconsistencies

are caused by different cleanliness of the metal surfaces, but

for a clean metal surface the recombination coefficient equals

1. As the Pt sensor in our research was always degassed prior

to each measurement, the value taken for cPt as 1 is well justi-

fied. It is noted that a lower recombination probability leads

to higher value for the atomic hydrogen flux.

The atomic hydrogen flux as a function of the filament

temperature for different H2 flow rates are depicted in Fig. 5.

The flux increases exponentially with the filament tempera-

ture, which is in agreement with the previous findings regard-

ing H2 cracking and recombination studies.31,39,44 Such

exponential dependence on filament temperature can be

explained by the H2 dissociation at the hot filament surface

being a thermally activated process.34,35,44,45

A promising result in view of application of atomic hydro-

gen for cleaning surfaces (e.g., optics) is that the radical flux

increases proportionally with the H2 flow rate through the

gun. The relationship between the H2 flow rate and the atomic

hydrogen flux detected at the sensor surface is shown in Fig.

6(a). It can be seen that the radical flux increases linearly with

the H2 flow up to 4:84� 10�5 mol=s (65 sccm). However

when the H2 flow rate is further increased to 7:44

�10�5 mol=s (100 sccm), an additional flux of atomic hydro-

gen is observed with respect to a proportional increase of the

flux with the H2 flow rate. An increasing H2 flow rate is

accompanied with a significant rise in the chamber pressure

[see Fig. 6(b)], which leads to even higher pressures at the vi-

cinity of the hot filament. Thus, the number of collisions with

the filament surface increases accordingly and the generation

of atomic hydrogen is promoted. It is noted that in this study,

the pressure is still low enough to neglect the gas phase three-

body recombination of H radicals.46 At the highest pressure

(0.1 mbar), the number of radicals lost due to three-body

recombination during their travel from the gun to the sensor is

two orders of magnitude smaller than the number of radicals

detected at the sensor, per second.

FIG. 5. Atomic hydrogen flux at the sensor surface as a function of the hot-

wire filament temperature, for different H2 flow rates. The atomic hydrogen

flux is determined from the recombinative heat load (indicated with the

right-hand vertical axis). Solid lines represent a nonlinear fit to the data.

TABLE III. Typical heat loads observed during sensor operation in

7:44� 10�5 mol=s (100 sccm) H2 flow and 0.1 mbar pressure. The sensor

and the cracking filament are maintained at 350 and 1950 �C, respectively.
_Qcond, _Qout

rad, and _QH2
gas denote the conductive, radiative, and convective losses

from the sensor to the ambient. _Qin
rad and _Qrec denote the radiative and

recombinative heat inputs to the sensor.

Magnitude

Heat transfer terms (W)

_Qcond þ _Qout
rad 0.578

_Qin
rad 0.384

_QH2
gas 0.785

_Qrec 0.171

FIG. 6. (a) Atomic hydrogen flux at the sensor surface as a function of the

H2 flow rate through the gun, (b) chamber pressure as a function of the H2

flow rate.
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For cleaning applications, the number of hydrogen radi-

cals in the incoming beam is of concern rather than the

atomic to molecular hydrogen ratio. Our study shows that

even though the cracking efficiency decreases with increas-

ing flow rate and pressure; still the number of atomic hydro-

gen species arriving at the object surface rises.

The sensor developed in this study delivers highly repro-

ducible and accurate flux measurements, as indicated in Fig.

5. In previous studies, the radical flux was either accompanied

with a high uncertainty margin30 or no accuracy was reported

at all.25,28 Moreover, the sensor developed in this study is ver-

satile. Its configuration and positioning can be changed easily

without any restrictions, because no intricate electrical con-

tacts or delicate cooling systems25,47 are required. Also the

sensor can operate without a radiation shield and it is not

required to stabilize or saturate the sensor before use.25,47

Thus the sensor can be used to measure the H radical flux con-

tinuously or to track instantaneous changes within the flow.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An isothermal atomic hydrogen sensor was designed

without a radiation shield to determine accurately an atomic

hydrogen flux at a surface. This atomic hydrogen flux was

determined from the observed heat of recombination while

taking into account the radiative heating effect from the

atomic hydrogen source, conduction through the power leads

and convection by the surrounding gas. The flux was deter-

mined as a function of hot wire filament temperature of the

atomic hydrogen source and molecular hydrogen flow rate.

The atomic hydrogen flux increases exponentially with

the filament temperature of the source. An increase of about

two orders of magnitude was observed when the filament

temperature is raised from 1400 to 1950 �C.

The atomic hydrogen flux increases linearly with the

hydrogen flow up to 4:84� 10�5 mol=s (65 sccm), but at

higher hydrogen flows an additional flux of radicals was

observed at the sensor surface. This was attributed to the

increase in the chamber pressure. With the filament at

1950 �C, an increase of the flow from 7:44� 10�6 to

7:44� 10�5 mol=s (10 to 100 sccm), accompanied by a pres-

sure rise from 5� 10�4 to 1� 10�1 mbar, yielded one order

of magnitude higher atomic hydrogen flux.

A high hydrogen flow through the gun, thus a higher pres-

sure, creates a sufficiently high atomic hydrogen flux at the

sensor surface. This provides short cycle times during atomic

hydrogen cleaning of surfaces (e.g., optics). In addition, a

high H2 flow rate results in a favorable convective cooling

effect leading to low thermal loads during cleaning cycles.
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